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Irresistible all-in-one stationery and envelopes for writing love letters to a lover, friend, parent, child,

or other important recipient, from the TED speaker and creator of The World Needs More Love

Letters website.Â The world needs more love letters...and here are 40 gorgeous pagesâ€”and ideas

from an expert--to inspire your own.When you want to compose a letter of love, desire, gratitude, or

friendship, but donâ€™t know where to begin, this beautiful self-mailer stationery pad will help you

find just the right words. With Hannah Brencherâ€™s insightful note-starters and 40 vibrant letter

pages, you have everything you need to share meaningful thoughts with those you love. (Simply

add a stamp!)
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HANNAH BRENCHER is the creator of The World Needs More Love Letters (moreloveletters.com),

which has been responsible for over 20,000 letters written by volunteers. Hannah has given a

popular TED talk and has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Glamour, TODAY.com,

Oprah.com, HelloGiggles.com, the White House's "Women Working to Do Good," and on CNN

World News. She has worked with the U.S. Postal Service and was honored by the Random Acts of

Kindness Foundation.

I had signed up for the "More Love Letters" program (look it up, its great) and so I greatly increased

the number of letters that I was writing. I wanted to get some cute stationary and found this.What I



love about this book is that everything that I need is in this, which makes it easy to keep in my

backpack or bag. When you first open the book, there are 40 suggestions to provide you with letter

writing inspiration. Then, the station begins. On the front side, there are five different types of

designs; on the back sides, there are also give designs. The back designs do not match the front

designs. Then, in the back there are sheets of white stickers; you put one on each side of the letter

once its folded.I really appreciate the stationary side. There are enough lines to write a solid letter,

but you couldn't write a novel. This wouldn't work if you typically write more than one page in a

letter. For me, this was the perfect length to write a good message, story and

pleasantries.Additionally, when I babysit and they need to write notes, they LOVE this paper. It

makes it fun and enjoyable for them so I don't even have to ask twice.Cons:I think there could be

more color variation. The main color throughout all the designs is a deep salmon color. I would love

some more variety in the color scheme.When folding the letter, the lines aren't as perfectly

measured out as they should be. If you fold them exactly, there is some bubbling up. I have to make

new lines where I fold them to get it to lay perfectly flat.I also wish there was a pocket for me to keep

my stamps in.Overall: I will buy these All-in-One letters again.

There wasn't a great picture of the actual stationary so I have attached one here. Really great for

going on vacation because you don't have to worry about having a card and an envelope! It's similar

to a postcard in that there's no spot for a return address unless you squeeze it in the corner.

I just bought this to use for valentines (my first as an adult) and I LOVE it. There's nothing love-letter

themed about the pages so you can use them as simple notes for any reason. Several different

patterns and colors, too! And thick enough that sharpie pen doesn't bleed through. Just one page so

not too much pressure to be prolific, and if you have a sweetheart or long distance connection, the

prompts on the inner cover are cute.

Beautiful set and perfect for romantic missives. Great way to remind your loved one that they're

worth the 10 minutes it takes to write something special!

Yes. Nice, solid paper. Self-contained letter/envelope pages for whatever you need. Hannah

Brencher's book "If you find this letter..." is delightful and will inspire you to get this immediately.

After all, the world needs more love letters and this makes it super easy to do so whenever you get

inspired.If you haven't done so, read her book:



http://www..com/You-Find-This-Letter-Strangers/dp/1476784108/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encodin

g=UTF8&qid=&sr=Especially if you are still confused about the love letters.

Bought this but I'd rather buy other pretty blank paper to write letters on. Not very creative other

than the ideas at the inside of the cover (front and back)

Loved it! So cute and makes writing letters easy and efficient .

Pages aren't perforated enough to tear out cleanly, I was disappointed in the quality. They looked

cute online.
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